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ABSTRACT 
Many electric power lines used for the trans- 
mission and distribution of electrical energy are 
designed to carry large alternating currents.  These 
sinusoldally time-varying currents may be on the order 
of 1000 amperes.  Since these large sinusoidal currents 
are accompanied by sinusoidal magnetic fields around 
the wires used to carry them, it is of interest to 
investigate the magnitude of the effects of these sin- 
usoidal magnetic fields. 
Electric power lines may be described as long, 
thin, straight, current-carrying wires in air.  This 
thesis details the calculation of the magnitude of 
magnetic field effects due to a sinusoidal current in 
a long, thin, straight wire in air by using a station- 
ary, rectangular wire loop of thin wire specially 
oriented with respect to the long, current-carrying 
wire.  The sinusoidal magnetic field surrounding the 
long, current-carrying wire can induce a sinusoidal 
electromotive force, and thus a sinusoidal current, in 
the wire loop.  The sinusoidal current so Induced in 
the wire loop, in turn, can induce a sinusoidal mag- 
netic field around the wire in the wire loop.  The 
interaction of the induced sinusoidal magnetic field 
- 1 - 
around the wire In the wire loop with the sinusoidal 
magnetic field surrounding the long, current-carrying 
wire can result in a magnetic force on the wire in the 
wire loop. 
By applying well-known electrical laws, equations 
are derived in general terms for the magnitude of the 
sinusoidal magnetic field around the long, current- 
carrying wire; the magnitude of the sinusoidal voltage 
induced In the wire loop; the magnitude of the sinu- 
soidal current Induced In the wire loop; and the mag- 
nitude of the sinusoidal magnetic force acting on the 
center of mass of the nearest parallel piece of the  ~* 
wire loop.  General variables Included in the analysis 
are the frequency, rms value, and phase angle of the 
sinusoidal current in the long, current-carrying wire; 
the special orientation of the wire loop with respect 
to the long, current-carrying wire; and the number of 
turns in, the length and width of, and the resistance 
and inductance of the wire in the wire loop.  A com- 
puter program written and used to calculate the mag- 
nitude of the magnetic field effects is described. 
Two examples are given based on actual electric 
power distribution line data to show that induced 
voltages may be on the order of 150 volts while mag- 
netic forces may be on the order of 0.01 newton. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
A steady-state sinusoidally time-varying (here- 
after, simply referred to as "sinusoidal") current 
in a long, thin, straight wire in air (hereafter, 
simply referred to as the "long wire") is accompanied 
"by a sinusoidal magnetic field around the long wire. 
In order to determine the effects of this sinu- 
soidal magnetic field, consider a stationary, rectan- 
gular wire loop of thin "wire (hereafter, simply re- 
ferred to as the "wire loop") specially oriented with 
respect to the long wire as shown in Figure 1, page 4. 
The sinusoidal magnetic field surrounding the 
long wire can induce a sinusoidal electromotive force 
(or voltage), and thus a sinusoidal current, in the 
wire loop.  The sinusoidal current so induced in the 
wire loop, In turn, can induce a sinusoidal magnetic 
field around the wire in the wire loop.  The inter- 
action of the induced sinusoidal magnetic field around 
the wire in the wire loop with the sinusoidal magnetic 
field surrounding the long wire can result in a mag- 
netic force on the wire in the wire loop. 
Electric power lines used for the transmission 
and distribution of electrical energy can be approx- 
- 3 - 
long, thin, 




loop of thin wire 
of Wo 
where 
W< = long, thin, straight wire with wire radius 
Hi in meters carrying a sinusoidal current 
±1  = V2 Ii sin(2ffft+a) with frequency f in 
hertz, phase angle o< in radians, and root- 
mean-square (rms) current 1^ in amperes 
s = distance parallel to the x-axls from the 
center axis of the long, thin, straight 
wire to the center axis of the nearest 
parallel piece of the stationary, rectangular 
wire loop of thin wire, in meters 
^ = angle that the plane of the stationary, 
rectangular wire loop of thin wire makes 
with the plane containing the long, thin, 
straight wire and the nearest parallel piece 
of the stationary, rectangular wire loop of 
thin wire, in radians between zero and (1/2) 
measured in the z = 0 plane from the positive 
x-axis and counterclockwise as seen from the 
positive js-axis 
W2 = stationary, rectangular wire loop of thin 
wire with wire radius R2 in meters and with 
N turns, length 1 In meters, width a in meters, 
resistance per unit length R^ in ohms/meter, 
inductance per unit length Li ln henries/ 
meter, and impedance per unit length Z^ = 
R1+J2HfLi in ohms/meter. 
Figure 1.  Special orientation. 
_. i+ _ 
lmately described as long, thin, straight wires in 
air carrying a sinusoidal current.  As electric power 
lines may carry large currents on the order of 1000 
amperes, it is of interest to investigate the magnitude 
of the effects of the sinusoidal magnetic field sur- 
rounding them. 
As a means of investigating the magnitude of these 
effects of the sinusoidal magnetic field around a long, 
thin, straight wire carrying a sinusoidal current; a 
stationary, rectangular wire loop of thin wire as shown 
in Figure 1, page k,   is used in this paper to detect 
the magnitude of the induced voltages and currents as 
well as the magnitude of the magnetic field and magnetic 
forces due to the sinusoidal current in the long, thin, 
straight wire. „ 
Not only is a stationary, rectangular wire loop 
of thin wire a practical and convenient device to use 
for calculating the magnitude of the effects of the 
sinusoidal magnetic field due to a sinusoidal current 
in a long, thin, straight wire, but the wire loop can 
also be used to represent many physically realizable 
situations.  For example, with appropriate modifica- 
tions, the wire loop can be used to model:  (1) anten- 
nas In the vicinity of electric power lines; (2) par- 
allel, isolated wires grounded together at each end 
- 5 - 
near an electric power line; or (3) the human body In 
the proximity of an electric power line. 
By applying well-known electrical laws, equations 
are derived In general terms for the magnitude of the 
sinusoidal magnetic field around the long wire; the 
magnitude of the sinusoidal voltage induced In the 
wire loop; the magnitude of the sinusoidal current 
induced in the wire loop; and the magnitude of the 
sinusoidal magnetic force acting on the center of mass 
of the nearest parallel piece of the wire loop.  Gen- 
eral variables Included In tijie analysis are the fre- 
quency, rms value, and phase angle of the sinusoidal 
current in the long wire; the special orientation of 
the wire loop with respect to the long wire; and the 
number of turns in the wire loop, the length and width 
of the wire loop, and the resistance and inductance of 
the wire in the wire loop. 
Finally, a computer program called magforoe.lpll 
is described.  The program, based on the equations 
derived herein, was written and used to calculate the 
magnitude of the magnetic field effects as a function 
of given known data.  Two examples, calculated by use 
of the computer program, are given to show the mag- 
nitude of magnetic field effects due to a sinusoidal 
current in a long, thin, straight wire whose current 
- 6 - 
magnitude is typical of that found in electric power 
distribution lines. 
Units of measure for all quantities in this paper 
are the standard units of the International System of 
Units (SI). 
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2.  SELECTION OF COORDINATE SYSTEM 
To take advantage of the symmetry of Figure 1, 
page k,   a circular cylindrical coordinate system was 
chosen and applied to the special orientation of the 
wire loop with respect to the long wire as shown in 
Figure 2, page 9. 
Variables for Figure 2 are as defined for Figure 
1, page ^.  In addition, since notation for coordinate 
systems varies, the notation described in Appendix A 
has been adopted and used consistently throughout this 
paper.  ux, uy, and uz are unit vectors in the x, y, 
and z  directions respectively of a right-handed rec- 
tangular cartesian coordinate system and are repre- 
sented by the ordered vector triplets (1,0,0), (0,1,0), 
and (0,0,1) respectively.  ur, UQ, and uz are unit 
vectors in the r, 0, and z  directions respectively 
of a right-handed circular cylindrical coordinate sys- 
tem and are represented by the ordered vector triplets 
(cos 6,sin 6,0), (-sin 6,cos 6,0), and (0,0,1) 
respectively. 
The point P^:(x,y,z) in the right-handed rec- 
tangular cartesian coordinate system is equivalent to 
the point P^:(r,9,z) in the right-handed circular 
cylindrical coordinate system.  5 is the distance 








Figure 2.  Application of coordinate system. 
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vector to the point F^  and is represented by the 
ordered vector triplet (x,y,z).  r is the vector 
projection of p  in the z = 0 plane (that is, the 
distance vector to the point PQ) and is represented 
by the ordered vector triplet (x,y,0).  9 is the angle 
measured (counterclockwise as seen from the positive 
z-axis) from the positive x-axis to the vector r. 
The magnitude of a vector v = (v^,V2,v^) is written 
as Ivl = v. 
Finally, the direction of the current 1^ in the 
long wire is chosen to be in the positive z direction 
such that at an instant of time when i* is greater 
than zero, current flow is said to be in the direction 
of uz.  Similarly, the direction of the current i_2 
induced in the nearest parallel piece of the wire loop 
is chosen to be in the negative z  direction such that 
at an instant of time when 1^ is greater than zero, 
current flow is said to be in the direction of -u„. 
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3.  APPLICATION OF AMPERE'S LAW 
By Ampere's Law for the magnetic field B near a 
long, straight wire of radius R carrying a current 1_ 
and surrounded by a medium with relative permeability 
constant u^,, the magnetic field lines are concentric 
circles of radius r around the center axis of the long, 
straight wire such that 
B
 = ((Mo^r1)/(2ffr)) u@ webers/meter2     (1) 
where 
B = tangential magnetic field due to current 
1,   In webers/meter2 
UQ = permeability constant of a vacuum 
= hn  x 10"' webers/(ampere meter) 
)iT  = relative permeability constant of the 
surrounding medium 
r = radial distance from the center axis of 
the long, straight wire such that r is 
greater than R, in meters 
i  = current in the long, straight wire, in 
amperes 
R = radius of the long, straight wire greater 
than or equal to zero, in meters. 
A restriction on Equation (1) above is that the 
length of the "long", straight wire must be much 
greater than the radial distance r from the center 
axis of the wire. 
Refer to Figure 2, page 9.  For points at radial 
distance r from the center axis of the long wire much 
less than the length of the long wire and for points 
sufficiently far from the ends of the long wire, there 
- 11 - 
will be no z-dependence.  Thus, a typical observation 
point for the magnetic field around the long wire can 
be taken In the z = 0 plane of Figure 2. 
In particular, for Figure 2, page 9* 
B = §i = tangential magnetic field due to 
current 1^, in webers/meter2 
r = radial distance from the center axis 
of the long wire such that r is 
greater than R^, in meters 
1 = i]_ = +J1  I1 sin (2Hft + a), in amperes 
R = R^ = radius of the long wire greater 
than or equal to zero, in meters 
and 
B±  =   «fl  u0urIi sin (2iTft + oc) UQ webers/meter2. (2) 
2ffr 
Equation (2) above is the equation for the sin- 
usoidal tangential magnetic field around the long wire 
of Figure 2, page 9,     At an instant of time when the 
current i^ in the long wire is greater than zero and 
in the positive z direction, the magnetic field B^ is 
greater than zero and is in the +u@ direction. 
Equation (2) above is useful in determining the 
voltage induced in the wire loop by the application of 
Faraday's Law and the definition of magnetic flux. 
- 12 
4.  APPLICATION OF FARADAY'S LAW 
By Faraday's Law of Induction, the electromotive 
force (emf) £ or voltage induced between infinitesi- 
mally-opened ends of a wire loop (coil) of N turns with 
magnetic flux fa passing through each turn of the wire 
loop (coil) is 
£  = - d(Nfa)/dt volts (3), 
where 
£ =  emf induced between infinltesimally- 
opened ends of a wire loop (coil), 
in volts 
N = number of turns in the wire loop (coil) 
fa = magnetic flux passing through each turn 
of the wire loop (coil) due to magnetic 
field B, in webers. 
In general, N may be a function of time t and 
fa may be a function of position p  and of time t 
such that 
N = N(t) 
fa = fa(£,t) 
then 
d(N§B)/dt = fa(dN/dt) + N(dfa/dt) 
dfa/dt = dfa/<it =   (6^B/6p)(dp/6t)   +   (dfa/dt) 
— _j 
CI.11U. 
d(Nfa>/dt = fa(dN/dt)   + N(dfa/<iyo) (ojo/dt)   + N(dfa/dt). 
In particular,   for Figure  2,   page   9»   the wire 
loop is  stationary and has  a fixed,   constant  number 
-  13  - 
of turns so that 
£ = e2 = emf Induced between inflniteslmally- 
opened ends of the wire loop, in volts 
N     = number of turns in the wire loop 
dN/dt = 0 
dp/dt = 0 
and 
e2 = - N(dJB/dt) volts. (4) 
Before Equation (**) above can be useful in deter- 
mining the voltage induced in the wire loop, the defi- 
nition of magnetic flux must be applied to the special 
orientation of the wire loop with respect to the long 
wire. 
- Uf - 
5.  APPLICATION OF MAGNETIC FLUX DEFINITION 
By the definition of magnetic flux for the mag- 
netic flux |B due to a magnetic field B passing through 
a surface area S consisting of elementary infinitesimal 
surface areas dS, 
$g = jB'dS webers (5) 
where 
$g = magnetic flux due to magnetic field B, 
in webers 
B_ = magnetic field, in webers/meter2 
dS = Infinitesimal surface area, in meter2. 
In Equation (5) above, the surface area S under 
consideration is usually understood; the direction of 
the infinitesimal surface area is the outward-drawn 
normal to the surface area; and the dot product B»dS 
means the normal component of the magnetic field pass- 
ing through the infinitesimal surface area dS is 
desired. 
In particular, for Figure 2, page 9, 
i"B = §Bi = magnetic flux passing through the. 
wire loop due to magnetic field B^, 
_ in webers 
B = B^  = tangential magnetic field due to 
current 1^, in webers/meter2. 
By Appendix B, in which the surface area S 
under consideration in Equation (5) above is the rec- 
tangular area of the wire loop of Figure 2, page 9, 
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and In which the direction of  the  infinitesimal  sur- 
face areas  is  the outward-drawn normal  to the rectan- 
gular area of the wire loop taken to be  in the + u^ 
direction, 
$B    = jB^dS =   V2 ^QUplI^KQ sln(2ifft+o0  webers   (6) 
2TT 
where 
KG » ln|s+(a cos^)| + £ln[    s2+(2sa oos<rf)+a2    | 
I   si     ls2+(2sa cos^)+(a2 cos2^)| 
In = natural logarithm to the base e. 
Equation (6) above is the equation for the sinu- 
soidal magnetic flux through the wire loop due to the 
sinusoidal magnetic fields B^ around the long wire ofx 
Figure 2, page 9. 
The angle &  in Equation (6) above is defined by- 
Appendix B as a constant in the closed interval from 
zero to (?»/2) inclusive.  From the symmetry of Figure 
2, page 9» note that angle $  could Just as easily have 
been taken in the closed interval from zero to -(n/2). 
This symmetry is contained in the trigonometric iden- 
tity cos(-j*0 = cos(+gO.  However, for simplicity, <f> 
in the closed interval zero to (ii/2) has been chosen 
and used consistently throughout this paper. 
For given values of £, a, and jrf, KQ in Equation 
(6) above is a geometric constant describing the spe- 
- 16 - 
clal orientation of the wire loop with respect to the 
long wire.  Writing the geometric constant KQ in terms 
of (a/s), it is easily shown by considering values of 
4  in the closed Interval zero to (*/2) that L as a 
function of jrf is maximal for a given value of (a/s) 
if the angle {6  = 0.  This property of the geometric 
constant KQ confirms the intuitive idea that for a 
given value of (a/s), the sinusoidal magnetic flux 
through the wire loop should be maximal when the angle 
<f>  = 0. 
Substituting Equation (6), page 16, into Equation 
(*0, page I**, and using the trigonometric identity 
cos(2«ft+oC) = sin(2nft+oC+(W/2)) yields 
e2 = V2 (-N^i0^irlI1KGf) sin(2nft+c<+(n/2)) volts (7) 
where 
KQ = ln|s+(a oosjrf)I + £ln|    s2+(2sa oosjrf)+a2    | 
I    s    I     ls2+(2sa cosjrf) + (a2 cos2**)'. 
Equation (?) above is the equation for the sinu- 
soidal emf (or voltage) Induced in the wire loop of 
Figure 2, page 9, when the ends of the wire loop are 
"inflnitesimally open-circuited". As such, it is im- 
portant here to note that this sinusoidal emf induced 
in the wire loop is taken to be a "source voltage" or 
"Internally-generated voltage".  Now if the infinites- 
imally-opened ends of the wire loop are closed, Lenz's 
- 17 - 
Law describes the direction of not only the induced 
emf but also the induced current in the wire loop. As 
suggested by the negative sign in Equation (7), page 
17, for the Induced emf in the wire loop resulting 
from the application of Faraday's Law, Lenz's Law 
states that the induced emf and the induced current in 
the wire loop are in such directions as to oppose the 
change in the sinusoidal magnetic flux through the 
wire loop. 
At an instant of time when the current 1^ in the 
long wire is increasingly greater than zero with direc- 
tion in the positive z  direction (or equlvalently, when 
the magnetic field B^ is increasingly greater than zero 
in the + uQ direction), the induced emf in the wire 
loop is less than zero but increasing so as to oppose 
the change in the sinusoidal magnetic flux through the 
wire loop of Figure 2, page 9. 
Equation (7)i page 17, is now useful in determin- 
ing the Induced current in the wire loop by the appli- 
cation of Ohm's Law. 
- 18 - 
6.  APPLICATION OF OHM'S LAW 
By Ohm's Law, the current 1_ through an impedance 
Z with voltage v across the impedance is 
i = v amperes (8) 
Z 
where 
i = current through the impedance Z, in amperes 
v = voltage across the impedance Z_7 in volts 
Z = impedance, in ohms. 
In particular, for Figure 2, page 9> 
i = i2 = current induced through the wire loop, 
in amperes 
v = e2 = emf induced between infinitesimally- 
opened ends of the wire loop, in volts 
Z = Z2 = impedance of the wire loop, in ohms. 
By Appendix D, the equation for the sinusoidal 
current induced in the wire loop of Figure 2, page 9, 
is " 
12 = <v/2 I2 sin(wt+c<+ (n/2)-(tan"1(X1/R1))) amperes (9) 
where 
I2 =    (-NugUpl^KQf)    amperes 
2(a+l)((R1)2+(x1)2)t 
KQ = ln|s+(a cosgQl   + £ln| s2+(2sa oosgO+a2 i 
I s I ls2+(2sa cosjzO + (a2cos20O   »• 
w    = 2i?f     hertz 
Xn   = WLT     ohms. 
-  19 - 
As stated previously, the induced current in the 
wire loop flows in such a direction so as to oppose 
the change in the sinusoidal magnetic flux through the 
wire loop (by Lenz's Law), and the direction of the 
current 1^ induced in the nearest parallel piece of 
the wire loop is chosen to be in the negative z direc- 
tion.  At an Instant of time when 1^ is greater than 
zero, current flow is said to be in the direction of 
- uz of Figure 2, page 9. 
Note that of particular importance to the deri- 
vation of the induced emf e2 of Equation (7)» page 17» 
and the induced current i_2 of Equation (9), page 19, 
is the sinusoidal (sinusoidally time-varying) nature 
of the magnetic field about the long wire.  Since both 
the magnetic field B^ and the magnetic flux are sinu- 
soidal, the first time derivative of $B  is nonzero, 
resulting in both the induced emf e2 and the induced 
current 1_2 in the wire loop being nonzero. 
Equation (9), page 19» is useful in determining 
the magnetic force acting on the wire loop. 
- 20 - 
7.  APPLICATION OF MAGNETIC FORGE EQUATION 
By the magnetic force equation, the magnetic force 
F acting on the center of mass of a wire of length 1 
carrying a current i_ in an external magnetic field B 
is 
F = 11 x B newtons (10) 
where 
F = magnetic force acting on the center of 
mass of a wire of length 1, in newtons 
1 = current in wire of length 1, in amperes 
1 = directed length of wire, in meters 
B = external magnetic field at the length 
of wire, in webers/meter2. 
In particular, for Figure 2, page 9» let 
F = F2 = magnetic force acting on the center 
of mass of the nearest parallel piece 
of the wire loop at radial distance 
r = s from the center axis of the 
long wire, in newtons 
1 = ±2    =  current Induced through the wire loop, 
in amperes 
1 =-luz = directed length of the nearest para- 
llel piece of the wire loop, in meters 
B = B^g = external tangential magnetic field 
due to current 1^ evaluated at radial 
distance r = s from the center axis of 
the long wire, in webers/meter2. 
By Appendix E, the equation for the radial sinu- 
i 
soidal magnetic force acting on the center of mass of 
the nearest parallel piece of the wire loop of Figure 
2, page 9, Is 
- 21 - 
F2  = F20 sin(2wt+2ot- (tan"1 (X-J/R-L )))  ur 
+
               
xl               F20 ur newtons 
((R1)2+(X1)2)* 
re 
F20 = N>iQ2>i:r2l2I12KGf           newtons 
(11) 
^irs(a+l)((R1)2+(X1)2)* 
KQ = ln|s+(a cosgQ { + £lnt   s2+(2sa cosgQ+a2   I 
I    s    I     Is2+(2sa cosjrf)+(a2 oos2^)l 
w  = 2nf hertz 
X^^ = wL-,  ohms. 
The radial direction of the magnetic force F2 in 
Equation (11) above comes about quite naturally from 
the vector cross product and the previous definitions 
for the directions of current 1^ in the long wire and 
induced current 13 in tne wlre loop.  By the right- 
hand rule (implicit in the vector cross product of 
Equation (10), page 21), when F2 Is instantaneously 
greater than zero, the magnetic force acting on the 
center of mass of the nearest parallel piece of the 
wire loop is radially outward from the long wire (re- 
pulsive) . 
In a similar manner, Equation (10), page 21, can 
be used to determine the magnetic force acting on the 
center of mass of the farthest parallel piece of the 
- 22 - 
wire loop.  In particular, for Figure 2, page 9, let 
F = ?2' = magnetic force acting on the center 
of mass of the farthest parallel piece 
of the wire loop at radial distance 
r = c from the center axis of the 
long wire, in newtons 
i = i_2    = current induced through the wire loop, 
in amperes 
1 = luz = directed length of the farthest paral- 
lel piece of the wire loop, in meters 
B = B^c = external tangential magnetic field 
due to current i.i evaluated at radial 
distance r = c from the center axis of 
the long wire, in webers/meter^. 
By the law of cosines, the radial distance r = c 
from the center axis of the long wire to the center 
axis of the farthest parallel piece of the wire loop 
of Figure 2, page 9, is \~ 
c = (s^+(2sa cosjzO+a^)^ meters. 
Using a procedure analgous to that of Appendix E, 
noting that 1 = luz, and evaluating the external tan- 
gential magnetic field due to current i^ at radial 
distance r = c from the center axis of the long wire, 
the radial sinusoidal magnetic force acting on the cen- 
ter of mass of the farthest parallel piece of the wire 
loop of Figure 2, page 9» is 
F2' = - F20' sln(2wt+2c<- (tan"1(X1/a1))) ur 
X^      F2Q' ur newtons    (12) 
((R1)2+(x1)2)* 
- 23 - 
where 
F2o' =   ^o2)3^2121!2^ newtons 
4»c(a+l)((R1)2+(X1)2)^ 
%  = lnis+(a cos<rf)l + £ln|   s2+(2sa oos(rf)+a2   | 
I   s    I     ls2+(2sa cos^) + (a2 cos2**) I 
c   = (s2+(2sa cosjrf)+a2)* meters 
w   = 2nf hertz 
X^  = wL]^  ohms. 
By the right-hand rule (implicit in the vector 
cross product of Equation (10), page 21), when the mag- 
netic force ?2  of Equation (11), page 22, is instanta- 
neously greater than zero, the magnetic force Fo' of 
Equation (12), page 23, acting on the center of mass 
of the farthest parallel piece of the wire loop is in- 
stantaneously less than zero and radially inward to- 
ward the long wire (attractive). 
Where the rms values, F2 and £3', of tne sinu- 
soidal magnetic forces of Equations (11) and (12) are 
of interest, the definition of the root-mean-square 
value of a time-periodic function can "be used to show 
that 
F2 = £20 (l+(2(X1)2/((a1)2+(X1)2)))* newtons (11a) 
V2 
F2' =£20' (1+(2(X1)2/((R1)2+(X1)2)))* newtons (12a) 
V2 
- 2k  - 
where F201 £20' » an(* ^1 are as deflne<i in Equation 
(11), page 22, and Equation (12), page 23. 
Note that a restriction on Equation (11), page 
22, and Equation (12), page 23, Is that the radius 
of the MthlnM wire In the wire loop must be much less 
than the radial distance s from the center axis of the 
long wire to the center axis of the nearest parallel 
piece of the wire loop of Figure 2, page 9« 
Equation (11), page 22, and Equation (12), page 
23, are useful in determining the magnitude of the 
resultant magnetic force on the wire loop. 
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8.  MAGNITUDE OF RESULTANT MAGNETIC FORCE 
Although Equation (11), page 22, and Equation 
(12), page 23, describe the sinusoidal magnetic forces 
F2 and F2' acting on the centers of mass of the nearest 
and farthest parallel pieces of the wire loop respec- 
tively, the resultant magnetic force on the wire loop 
of Figure 2, page 9, is the vector sum of the forces 
on the four sides of the wire loop. 
By the magnetic force equation, Equation (10), 
page 21, at any instant of time, the sinusoidal mag- 
netic forces acting on the centers of mass of the wires 
making the parallel sides of width a in the wire loop 
are equal in magnitude but in opposite directions so 
that their vector sum is zero. 
By Equation (11), page 22, and Equation (12), 
page 23, the sinusoidal magnetic forces F2 and F^*, 
at any instant of time, are unequal in magnitude and 
acting in radially opposite directions on the centers 
of mass of the nearest and farthest parallel pieces 
of length 1 of the wire loop. 
By simple vector addition, then, the magnitude of 
the resultant magnetic force acting on the center of 
mass of the entire wire loop of Figure 2, page 9, 
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is 
IF2+F2'I = (lF2l2-(2lF2HF2'l cos6) + lF2'I2)* newtons (13) 
where 
9 = tan-1((a sin^)/(s+(a cos*0 )). 
By Equation (11), page 22, and Equation (12), 
page 23, the magnitude of the sinusoidal magnetic force 
F2, |F2I, is always greater than the magnitude of the 
sinusoidal magnetic force F2', lF2'l, since radial dis- 
tance £ is always less than radial distance G  where 
c = (s2+(2sa cos^)+a2)*.  In particular, when the ra- 
dial distance c from the center axis of the long wire 
to the center axis of the farthest parallel piece of 
the wire loop is much greater than the radial distance 
s_ from the center axis of the long wire to the center 
axis of the nearest parallel piece of the wire loop, 
then lF2'I is much less than lF2l. 
By Equation (13) above, when the magnitude of the 
sinusoidal magnetic force F2' acting on the center of 
mass of the farthest parallel piece of the wire loop 
is much less than the magnitude of the sinusoidal mag- 
netic force F2 acting on the center of mass of the 
nearest parallel piece of the wire loop (as when c is 
much greater than s), then the magnitude of the result- 
ant magnetic force acting on the center of mass of the 
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entire wire loop of Figure 2, page 9, Is approximately 
|F2 + F2'( s; lF2l newtons (l*f) 
where c = (s^+(2sa cosjzO+a^)* is much greater than s_. 
Equation (1>) above Is a good, simple approxima- 
tion for the magnitude of the resultant magnetic force 
on the center of mass of the entire wire loop of Figure 
2, page 9, when the radial distance c is much greater 
than the radial distance s_ (which implies that the 
width a of the wire loop Is much greater than s)» 
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9.     COMPUTER PROGRAM 
9.1 PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 
The program magforce.lpli was written In IPLI (a 
basic form of PL/I) because this language Is compati- 
ble for use with time-sharing-optlon (TSO) computer 
terminals available at Pennsylvania Power and Light 
Company In Allentown, Pennsylvania. 
9.2 DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM 
The program magforce.lpli Is based on the equa- 
tions derived In this paper.  Using Its own prompting 
subroutine called mag.lpll , the program explains data 
entry to the user.  The prompting subroutine graphi- 
cally depicts the special orientation of the wire loop 
with respect to the long wire as shown in Figure 2, 
page 9, and describes all required input data (includ- 
ing required dimensional units) in detail.  After all 
required input data has been entered, the program uses 
an iterative process to calculate the magnitude of the 
magnetic field effect variables. 
9.3 EXPLANATION OF DATA ENTRY 
The program prompts the user for the required 
input data when the user so desires.  The program 
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requires the following data In order: 
Rl  = radius of the long wire, in meters 
f   = frequency of the sinusoidal current 
in the long wire, in hertz 
Ii       = rms value of the sinusoidal current 
in the long wire, in amperes 
s .  = minimum distance from the center axis 
of the long wire to the center axis of 
the nearest parallel piece of the wire 
loop, in meters 
s
max = maxlmuni distance from the center axis 
of the long wire to the center axis of 
the nearest parallel piece of the wire 
loop, in meters 
sinc = incremental distance from the center 
axis of the long wire to the center 
axis of the nearest parallel piece of 
the wire loop, in meters 
jrfd  = angle that the plane of the wire loop 
makes with the plane containing the 
long wire and the nearest parallel      | 
piece of the wire loop, in degrees      / 
between zero and ninety 
R2  = radius of the thin wire in the wire 
loop, in meters 
N   = number of turns in the wire loop 
1   = length of the wire loop, in meters 
a   = width of the wire loop, in meters 
R-,   = resistance per unit length of the thin 
wire of the wire loop, In ohms/meter 
L-^  = Inductance per unit length of the thin 
wire of the wire loop, in henries/meter. 
9.**-  EXPLANATION OF DATA OUTPUT 
As the radial distance s  from the center axis of 
the long wire to the center axis of,, the nearest paral- 
lei piece of the wire loop varies from sm^_n  to s^^ by 
Increments of sinc , the program magforce.ipli calcu- 
lates: 
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Bj = rms value of the tangential magnetic field 
at radial distance s  from the center axis 
of the long wire to"~the center axis of the 
nearest parallel piece of the wire loop, 
in webers/meter^ 
E2 = rms value of the electromotive force Induced 
in the wire loop when the ends of the wire 
loop are inflnitesimally open-circuited, 
in volts 
I2 = rms value of the current induced in the 
wire loop, in amperes 
F2 - rms value,of the radial magnetic force act- 
ing on the center of mass of the nearest 
parallel piece of the wire loop, in newtons. 
The program also prints out all of the given 
input data entered. 
9.5 USE OF THE PHOGBAM 
The program magforce.ipli can be run from any TSO 
terminal at Pennsylvania Power and Light Company, Two 
North Ninth Street, Allentown, Pennsylvania*  Simply 
turn the TSO terminal on and type the following: 
logon distdev/sectlon 
run magforce.ipli 
The program will then respond with a1 brief de- 
scription of its purpose as well as its last revision 
date and will ask the user if he desires an explanation 
of data entry. 
The program is useful for verifying calculations 
of examples based on the equations derived in this 
paper. 
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10.  EXAMPLES 
The following two examples were selected to show 
some typical values of the magnitude of the Induced 
voltage and the magnetic force due to a sinusoidal cur- 
rent in a long, thin, straight wire whose current mag- 
nitude is typical of that found in electric power dis- 
tribution lines. 
10.1 EXAMPLE 1 
Example 1 illustrates the magnitude of the induced 
voltage due to a sinusoidal current in a long, thin, 
straight wire whose current magnitude is typical of 
that found in electric power distribution lines. 
A long, thin, straight #4/0 ACSR (aluminum cable 
steel reinforced) wire in air carries a sinusoidal 
current 1^ = ^/2  I±  sin(2n60t) amperes.  See Figure 3» 
page 33*  Directly beneath the current-carrying #4/0 
ACSR wire are two other long, thin, straight #4/0 ACSR 
wires grounded together at one end; parallel to each 
other and to the current-carrying #4/0 ACSR wire; and 
lying in the same vertical plane.  The distance from 
the current-carrying #4/0 ACSR wire to the nearest 
parallel #4/0 ACSR wire is s meters, and the two #4/0 
ACSR wires grounded together at one end are a meters 




current-carrying #V0 ACSH 
wire in air with sinusoidal 
current i^ 
#4/0 ACSH wire 
#V0 ACSH wire 
Figure 3«  Special orientation of Example 1, 
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apart. 
Comparing the special orientation of Example 1 
shown In Figure 3, page 33, with the special orienta- 
tion and coordinate system of Figure 1, page 4, and 
Figure 2, page 9: 
f = 60 hertz 
(rf = 0 
N = 1. 
From1 tables, the values of the standard constants 
)XQ  and p.v  are: 
UQ = 4* x 10~' webers/(ampere meter) 
^r = !• 
Using Equation (7), page 17, the rms value of the 
sinusoidal emf per unit length induced between the un- 
grounded ends of the two #4/0 AGSR wires a meters a- 
part is, for jzf = 0, 
(E2/l) = (N>i0urI1f) ln(l+(a/s)) volts/meter. 
Now, for example, a typical maximum value of cur- 
rent carried by a #4/0 ACSR wire is 1^ = 340 amperes 
while typical parameters for an electric power distri- 
bution line are s = 0.3 meter and a = 0.9 meter. 
Substituting this remaining given data, 
II = 340 amperes 
s =0.3 meter 
a = 0.9 meter, 
yields 
(E2/l) = 0.0355 volts/meter. 
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If the two #4/0 ACSR wires grounded together at 
one end parallel the current-carrying #4/0 ACSH wire 
over a length of 4 kilometers, an rms induced voltage 
of 142 volts appears between their ungrounded ends. 
A person coming into contact with the ungrounded 
ends of the two #4/0 ACSR wires in Example 1 and think- 
ing them to be otherwise unenerglzed might be surprised 
to experience a voltage whose magnitude is greater than 
that found between the terminals of a typical household 
electrical outlet. 
Figure 4, page 36, shows calculated rms values of 
induced emf per unit length, (E2/l)» obtained by using 
the computer program magforoe.lpll for the special ori- 
entation of Figure 3, page 33, for 
f = 60 hertz 
irf = 0 
N = 1 
and 
a = 0.9 meter 
where 
I±  =  340 amperes, 255 amperes, or 170 amperes 
and s varies between 
s
mln = °-3 ^ter 
s
max = 1-° meter- 
Figure 5» Page 37* shows calculated rms values of 
induced emf per unit length, (E2/l), obtained by using 







f = 60 hertz 
4  = 0 
N = 1 
a = 0.9 meter 
0.1      0.5 
s in meters 
11 - Jk-0  amperes 
1\  -  255 amperes 
1^ = 170 amperes 
1.0 
Figure k. Calculated rms values of induced emf per 
unit length, (E2/l), for a = 0.9 meter in 
Examplie 1 as £ varies for selected values 
of I1. 













0.1     0.5 








Figure 5. Calculated rms values of induced emf per 
unit length, (E2/l), for a = 0.3 meter in 
Example 1 as s varies for selected values 
of II 
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the computer program magforce.lpll for the special ori- 
entation of Figure 3, page 33» for 
f = 60 hertz 
jrf = 0 
N ■ 1 
and 
a = 0.3 meter 
where 
I3. = 3^0 amperes, 255 amperes, or 170 amperes 
and s_ varies between 
s
min = 0,3 meter 
s
max = 1#0 meter. 
10.2  EXAMPLE 2 
Example 2 illustrates the magnitude of the mag- 
netic force due to a sinusoidal current in a long, 
thin, straight wire whose current magnitude is typical 
of that found in electric power distribution lines. 
A long, thin, straight #4/0 ACSR wire in air 
carries a sinusoidal current i.^ = «/2  1^  sln(2*60t) 
amperes.  A nearby "antenna" consists of a rectangular 
wire loop of #6 copper wire specially oriented with 
respect to the current-carrying #4/0 ACSR wire as shown 
in Figure 2, page 9.  The inductive reactance per unit 
length of the #6 copper wire is much less than its re- 
sistance per unit length so that the inductance per 
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unit length relative to the resistance per unit length 
of the wire loop Is negligible. 
* 
Given data for this example Is: 
R±  = 0.0072 meter 
f = 60 hertz 
1^ = 340 amperes 
s =0.5 meter 
jrf = 0 
R2 = 0.0021 meter 
N = 1 
1 =6 meters 
a = 6 meters 
% = O.OOI36 ohms/meter 
Lx = 0. 
The values of the standard constants JXQ  and p.T 
are as given on page 34 of Example 1. 
From the data given above for Example 2, the ra- 
dial distance c=is_+a = 6.5 meters from the center 
axis of the long wire to the center axis of the far- 
thest parallel piece of the wire loop is much greater 
than the radial distance s_ = 0.5 meter from the center 
axis of the long wire to the center axis of the nearest 
parallel piece of the wire loop.  Using Equation (14), 
page 28, and Equation (11a), page 24, the maximum rms 
value of the magnitude of the resultant magnetic force 
acting on the center of mass of the entire antenna Is, 
for 6  = 0 and L;L = 0, 
F2 =  1  Nu02^ir2l2I12f ln(l+(a/s)) newtons 
V2  4ns(a+l)R1 
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and substituting the remaining given data, 
F2 = 0.00697 newtons. 
It is readily apparent that this maximum worst 
case rms value, F£» of the magnitude of the resultant 
magnetic force acting on the center of mass of the 
entire antenna will have a negligible effect on any 
motion of the antenna.  (F2 is 0.00157 pounds where 
1 newton equals 0.2248 pounds.)  Furthermore, as ex- 
plained previously, when F2 Is instantaneously greater 
than zero, the magnetic force acting on the center of 
mass of the entire antenna (wire loop) of Example 2 
will be radially outward from the long wire (repulsive). 
Figure 6, page 41, shows calculated values of mag- 
netic force F2 obtained by using the computer program 
magforce.lpll for the special orientation of Figure 2, 
page 9, for 
% = 0.0072 meter 
f = 60 hertz 
jrf  = 0 
f*2 = 0.0021 meter 
N  = 1 
1 =6 meters 
a = 6 meters 
Rn = 0.00136 ohms/meter 
L-L = 0 
where 
II = 3^0 amperes, 255 amperes, or 170 amperes 
and s_ varies between 














1= 3^0 amperes 
V~J-i= 255 amperes 
y—1^= 170 amperes 
s in meters 
Figure 6. Calculated values of magnetic force F£ for 
1 = a = 6 meters in Example 2 as s varies 
for selected values of I*. 


















I^= 3^0 amperes 
>^Il= 255 amperes 
'I±=  1?0 amperes 
\ *- 
2.0 
Figure 7. Calculated values of magnetic force F2 for 
1 = a = 3 meters in Example 2 as s_ varies 
for selected values of 1^. 
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s
mln = °-5 meter 
smax = 2.0 meters. 
Figure 7, page 42, shows calculated values of mag- 
netic force F2 obtained by using the computer program 
magforoe.lpll for the special orientation of Figure 2, 
Page 9, for 
Rl = 0.0072 meter 
f = 60 hertz 
4 = 0 
H2 = 0.0021 meter 
N = 1 
1 =3 meters 
a = 3 meters 
% = 0.00136 ohms/meter 
Lx = 0 
where 
II = 3^0 amperes, 255 amperes, or 170 amperes 
and s_ varies between 
s
mln = °--5 meter 
smax =2.0 meters. 
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11.  CONCLUSION 
This paper has thoroughly analyzed In a quanti- 
tative manner the magnitude of magnetic field effects 
due to a steady-state slnusoldally time-varying cur- 
rent In a long, thin, straight wire. 
A wire loop specially oriented with respect to 
the long, thin, straight current-carrying wire was 
used to determine the magnitude of these magnetic field 
effects which included:  (1) the magnitude of the mag- 
netic field around the long, thin, straight current- 
carrying wire; (2) the magnitude of the induced volt- 
age in the wire loop specially oriented with respect 
to the long, thin, straight current-carrying wire; 
(3) the magnitude of the induced current in the wire 
loop specially oriented with respect to the long, thin, 
straight current-carrying wire; and (4) the magnitude 
of the magnetic force acting on the nearest parallel 
piece of the wire loop. 
It was seen that Induced voltages on otherwise 
isolated or unenergized electric power distribution 
"Tines can be on the order of 150 volts, presenting 
a shock safety hazard comparable to that a person 
might receive by touching the two terminals of a typ- 
ical household electrical outlet. 
- M  - 
It was also seen that the magnitude of the re- 
sultant magnetic force on a wire loop near a long, 
thin, straight wire carrying a current whose magni- 
tude is typical of electric power distribution lines 
was on the order of 0.01 newtons and would probably 
have little effect on any motion of the wire loop. 
- Jf5 - 
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APPENDIX A - COORDINATE SYSTEM NOTATION 
Refer to Figure 2, page 9.  Let u_, u_, and u_ 
be unit vectors in the x, y, and z directions respec- 
tively of a right-handed rectangular cartesian coordi- 
nate system.  Let ux, uy, and uz be represented by the 
ordered vector triplets (1,0,0), (0,1,0), and (0,0,1) 
respectively. 
The point P1:(x,y,z) in the right-handed rectan- 
gular cartesian coordinate system is equivalent to the 
point P^:(r,9,z) in the right-handed circular cylin- 
drical coordinate system. 
Let p  be the distance vector to the point P^, and 
let 5 be represented by the ordered vector triplet 
(x,y,z). Let r be the vector projection of p  in the 
z = 0 plane (that is, the distance vector to the point 
PQ), and let r be represented by the ordered vector 
triplet (x,y,0). Let 0 be the angle measured (coun- 
terclockwise as seen from the positive z-axls) from 
the positive x-axis to the vector f.  If the magnitude 
of a vector v = (v^,V2,v-3) is written as Ivl = v, 
then 
x = r cos© 
y = r sine 
z = z 
- *7 - 
and 
T 
r = x ux + y uy + 0 uz 
= r cos0 ux + r sin© uy + 0 uz 
*       = r(oos© ux + sine uy + 0 uz) 
= r(cos0,sin0,O) 
and 
5 = x ux + y uy + z uz 
= r cos© ux + r sinG uy + z uz 
= (r cos0,r sin0,z). 
The tangent vectors to curves in the r, 9, and z 
directions are given by dy5/6r, &5/d©, and 6p/6z 
respectively: 
6p/6r =  cos9 ux + sln9 uy = (cos9,sin9,0) 
djo/d© = -r sin9 ux + r cosG uy = r(-sln0,cos©,O) 
bp/6z  = uz = (0,0,1). 
Thus, the unit vectors tangent to curves in the 
r, 0, and z  directions are given by ur, UQ, and uz 
respectively: 
ur = 6p/6r    = cos© ux + sin© uy = (cos0,sin0,O) 
Idp/drf   (cos2© + sin2©)* 
UQ = dp/de = r(-slnQ,cos©,0) = (-sin©,cos©,0) 
ld/5/d©l r 
uz = 6p/6z     = uz = (0,0,1). 
\6p/6z\ 
The coordinate system notation described above in 
this Appendix A has been adopted and used consistently 




throughout this paper.  Vector quantities are repre- 
sented in terms of unit vectors ux, uy, and uz of a 
right-handed rectangular cartesian coordinate system 
or in terms of unit vectors ur, UQ, and uz of a right- 
handed circular cylindrical coordinate system, which-/ 
ever is more appropriate. 
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APPENDIX B - DETAILS OF FINDING MAGNETIC FLUX 
From Equation (5)» page 15, the magnetic flux <gB 
due to a magnetic field B passing through a surface 
area S consisting of elementary Infinitesimal surface 
areas dS is 
|B*dS webers. (5) §B=Ji 
In particular, for Figure 2, page 9, 
$B = $Bi = magne'tlc flux passing through the 1
  wire loop due to magnetic field Bj_, 
in webers 
B = %i     = tangential magnetic field due to 
current 1^, in webers/meter . 
By Equation (2), page 12, the tangential magnetic 
field due to current 1« is 
B1 = V2 <UQUrI1sin(2i?ft + oC ) uQ webers/meter. (2) 
2ltr 
Let 
Kg = V2 p.Qp. I*   sln(2irft + o< ) webers/meter. 
2n 
Then 
1 = (%j/r) ^9 wet>ers/meter •' 
Or* using the notation of Appendix A, 
BH = (Kg/r)(-sin9,cos0,O) webers/meter2. 
Refer to Figure 8, page 51 •  Variables for Figure 
8 are as defined for Figure 1, page 4, and Figure 2, 
- 50 - 
w- 
uT 
Figure 8.  Special orientation for finding 
magnetic flux. 
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page 9.  In addition, using the notation of Appendix 
A, 4  is a constant angle measured (counterclockwise 
as seen from the positive z-axis) from the positive 
x-axis to the vector p.  The angle ^ is a constant In 
the closed interval zero to (n/2), meaning that jrf may 
be zero or (n/2) or an angle between zero and (n/2). 
p is a distance vector whose direction is from the 
positive x-axis along the width of the wire loop in 
the plane z = 0.  u^ and,up are unit vectors* in the jrf 
and p directions respectively.  Then 
p = p(cosjrf,slnjrf,0) 
Up = (cosjzf,sinirf,0) 
u^ = (-sinjrf,cosjrf,0) 
where 
tanjzf = y/(x-s) 
sinjrf = y/p 
cosjzJ =   (x-s)/p 
tan© = y/x = 4p sin^)/(s+(p cosjrf)) 
sin© = y/r = (p sin^)/r 
cos8 = x/r = (s+(p cosjrf))/r. 
Then using the equation above for tan©, 
p = -s  tan9    meters 
cosjrf tan© -  slnjrf 
dp =    s  sln^ sec  6 d© meters 
(cos)^  tan©  -  sinjzO 
and using the  equations  above  for cos© and p, 
i = cos6(cos^  tan6 -  slngQ  meters     . 
r -s  sinjrf 
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Let the surface area under consideration In 
Equation (5) be the rectangular area of the wire loop 
of Figure 8, page 51. Let the direction of the Infin- 
itesimal surface areas dS be the outward-drawn normal 
to the rectangular area of the wire loop taken in the 
u^ direction.  Then 
-        „       ? dS = 1 dp u^ meter 
and 
B-^dS a (KB/r) (-sin0,cos0,O) 1 dp u^ webers. 
By substituting in the equation for B^-dS above 
the previous expressions for (1/r), dp, and u^, the 
equation for B^*dS becomes (after considerable effort) 
B1«dS =-KBl(ctn^sec2e + tan9(ctn2jrf-l) - 2ctnjrf)d9 webers 
where 
ctnjrf = cotangent of rf. 
Integrating the value of B1»dS shown above over 
the rectangular area of the wire loop, the length 1 of 
the wire loop remains constant while the width of the 
wire loop varies along p from p = 0 to £ = a,  As the 
width of the wire loop varies from zero to a, the an- 
gle 0 varies from 9 = 0 to 9 = 9a = tan-1((a sin^)/ 
(s+(a slnjrf))).  Then 
Bj-dS =-KBl(ctni^INT1 +(ctn2jrf-l )INT2 -2ctn^INT3) webers 1 
where 
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Ja  2 -2 





*  "0 
J»a ? 
tan0(ctn^ tan6 - 1)  d9 
INTo = I a(otn^ tan9 - 1)~2 d0 
9fl = tan",1 ((a sinjz0/(s+(a sin**))) 
ctnjrf = cotangent of jzf. 
Finally, substituting the results of Appendix C 
for the values of the three resulting integrals INT^, 
INT2, and INTo, into the equation for the integral of 
B^'dS yields (again after considerable effort) 
$B " jBi'cLS = A/2 Mouri:[lKG sin(2nft+©c) webers (6) 
2n 
where 
2 2 KG = lnls+(a oosgO |   + £ln{ s +(2sa oos<rf)+a 
I I      12 2    2 I    s    I     Is +(2sa cos<rf) + (a cos i?0 
In = natural logarithm to the base e. 
Equation (6) above is the equation which was to 
be found for the sinusoidal magnetic flux through the 
wire loop due to the sinusoidal magnetic field B^ 
around the long wire of Figure 2, page 9. 
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Note that for given values of s, a, and ^, KQ in 
Equation (6) is a geometric constant describing the 
special orientation of the wire loop with respect to 
the long wire.  Writing the geometric constant KQ In 
terms of (a/s), it is easily shown by considering val- 
ues of $rf in the closed Interval zero to (n/2) inclusive 
that KQ as a function of £  is maximal for a given value 
of (a/s) if the angle ^ = 0.  This property of the geo- 
V 
metric constant KQ. confirms the intuitive idea that for 
) 
a given value of (a/s), the sinusoidal magnetic flux 
through the wire loop should be maximal when the angle 
6  = 0. 
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APPENDIX C - EVALUATION OF 3 RESULTING INTEGRALS 
The three integrals that resulted from finding 
the magnetic flux §B as the integral of B^-dS on 
page 5^ of Appendix B are 
J®a  2 -2 ^ 




INT2 = J  tan9(ctn^ tane'- 1)~* d0 
0 
-6 
INTo = I  (ctnjrf tane - 1) ~2d0 
0 
where 
9a  = tan"1((a sln^)/(s+(a sinjrf))) 
ctn^ = cotangent of ^. 
By substituting to change the variable of inte- 
gration from d6 to dX and the limits of integration 
from j^ to Xg in the above three Integrals, INT^ INT2, 
and INTo can be evaluated.  Let 
X = tan9. 
Then 
dX = sec2e d0 
and the values of X evaluated at © = 0 and 0 = 6a re- 
spectively are 
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(X)e=e    =   (a sinrf)/(s+(a sinjrf)). 
Define 
X0 =  (a sinjz*)/(s+(a sinfrf)). 
Then INT-   evaluates  easily as 
rXc 
1  = J  a(ctnjrf X -  1)~2 dX =   (a sinjrf)/s, INT 
'0 
Similarly, the Expressions for INT2 and INT^ 
become 
INT- = J aX(ctn^ X - 1)~2(1+X2) dX 
INTo = f  (ctnjrf X - 1)"2(1+X2) dX. 
.The integrals INT2 and INT 3 above, however, do 
not evaluate as easily* as the integral INT^. 
The integrands of both INT2 and INTo are proper 
rational fractions in which at least one of the irre- 
ducible real factors of the denominator is quadratic. 
By the method of partial fractions, the rational ex- 
pression of each-integrand can be decomposed into a 
sum of partial fractions, and each partial fraction 
can then be integrated separately. 
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The decomposition of -the rational expression of 
each integrand into a sum of partial fractions is a 
lengthy process and results in four separate integrals 
for INT2 and four separate integrals for INT-.  Each 
of these eight integrals is easily evaluated, however. 
After considerable effort, 
INT2 = ((l-b2)/(b2+l)2)(ln|s/(s+(a cosjzO ) I) 
+ (b2+l)"1((a cosrf)/s) 
+ ((l-b2)/(b2+l)2)(£ln|   s2+(2sa cosgQ+a2 
Is +(2sa cosjrf) + (a cos jrf) 
+ ((-2b)/(b2+l)2)(tan"1((a sinrf)/(s+(a slnjrf)))) 
INT = ((-2b)/(b2+l)2)(ln|s/(s+(a cosjrf)) | ) 
+ (b/(b2+l))((a cosj^/s) 
+ (b/(b2+l)2)(ln s2+(2sa cosg*)+a2 
2 2    2 
s +(2sa cos^)+(a cos &) 
- ((b2-l)/(b2+l)2)(tan"1((a sinrf)/(s+(a sinjrf)))) 
where 
b = ctnjrf = cotangent of d 
 In ---natural logarithm to the base e. 
The three integrals INT1, INT2, and INT- evaluated 
in this Appendix C are those required for determining 
the magnetic flux $B as the Integral of B-'dS on page 
5k  of Appendix B. 
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APPENDIX D - DETAILS OF APPLYING OHM'S LAW 
From Ohm's Law, Equation (8), page 19, the current 
1. through an impedance Z with voltage v across the im- 
pedance is 
i = v amperes. (8) 
Z 
In particular, for Figure 2, page 9> 
i = i2 = current induced through the wire loop, 
in amperes 
v = e2 = emf induced between infinltesiraally- 
opened ends of the wire loop, in volts 
Z = Z2 = impedance of the wire loop, in ohms. 
By Equation (7), page 17, the sinusoidal emf in- 
duced in the wire loop is 
e2 = V2 (-NjiQUplI^f) sin(2nft+oC+(Ti/2)) volts (7) 
where 
K(j = ln|s+(a oos^)| + £ln|   s2+(2sa oos^)+a2 
s2+(2sa cosjrf) + (a2 cos2^)l. 
c 
From Figure 1, page 4, the impedance of the wire 
loop is 
Z2 = 2(a+l) (R1+j2iffL1) ohms. () 
Using phasor representation for the emf e2 Induced 
in the wire loop and writing complex Impedance 2^ in 
polar form, Equation (8) above yields 
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i2 = V2 I2 sin(wt+oC+(»/2)-(tan"1(X1/R1))) amperes (9) 
where 
I2 =   (-NjAQjij.lI^KQf)   amperes 
2(a+l)((B1)2+(X1)2)* 
KG = ln|s+(a cos^)| + £ln|   s t(2sa oos<rf)+a2   | 
I   s    I     ls2+(2sa cos^)+(a2 cos2^)l 
w = 2wf hertz 
X-^ = wL-j^ ohms. 
Equation (9) above is the equation which was to 
be found for the sinusoidal current Induced in the wire 
loop of Figure 2, page 9. 
I- 
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APPENDIX B - DETAILS OF MAGNETIC FORCE EQUATION 
From the magnetic force equation, Equation (10), 
page 21, the magnetic force F acting on the center of 
mass of a wire of length 1 carrying a current i In an 
external magnetic field B is 
F = 11 x B newtons. (10) 
In particular, for Figure 2, page 9? let 
F = F2 = magnetic force acting on the center 
of mass of the nearest parallel piece 
of the wire loop at radial distance 
r = £ from the center axis of the 
long"~wlre, in newtons 
i = ±2  = current induced through the wire loop, 
in amperes 
1 =-luz= directed length of the nearest paral- 
lel piece of the wire loop, in meters 
B = Bls= external tangential magnetic field 
due to current i*   evaluated at radial 
distance r = s from the center axis of 
the long wire, in webers/meter^. 
By Equation (2), page 12, the external tangential 
magnetic field due to current !]_ and evaluated at ra- 
dial distance r = s_ from the center axis of the long 
wire is 
^ls= ^  "O^r1! sln(2irft+o0 ue webers/meter2.  (2) 
2ns 
By Equation (9), page 19, the sinusoidal current 
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induced in the wire loop of Figure 2, page 9» is 
i2 = \/Z  I2 sin(wt+o<+(ir/2)-(tan"1(X1/H1))) amperes (9) 
where 
I2  = (-Njx0Jir1IiKGf) amperes 
2(a+l)((R1)2+(X1)2)* 
2                               2 KQ = lnl s+(a cos<rf) I   + £ln| s + (2sa cos)rf)+a I 
s 
w - 2irf hertz 
X-L = wL-j^ ohms 
ls2+(2sa oos*rf) + (a2 cos2^) 
and 
1  = -1 uz meters. 
By substituting the expressions above for Bls, 
jU , and 1, into Equation (10) and using the trigono- 
metric identities sln(D+(n/2)) = cos(D) and 
sin(C) cos(D) = |(sin(C+D) + sin(C-D)), the equation 
for the radial sinusoidal magnetic force acting on 
the center of mass of the nearest parallel piece of 
the wire loop of Figure 2, page 9, becomes (after 
some effort) 
F2 = F20sin(2wt+2oC-(tan"1(X1/R1))) ur 
+      
Xl      F20 ^r newtons     (11) 
((R1)2t(X1)2)^ 
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where 
F2Q =   My0
2yir2l2I12KGf    newtons 
4i»s(a+l)((R1)2+(X1)2)* 
KG = ln|s+(a cosgQl + jrlnl   s2+(2sa cosfrf)+a2 
I   s    I     Is +(2sa cos*f) + (a cos2^) 
w  = 2Wf hertz 
X,  = wL-.  ohms. 
The radial direction of the magnetic force F? in 
Equation (11) comes about quite naturally from the 
vector cross product and the previous definitions for 
a 
the directions of current i^ in the long wire and in- 
duced current l_p in tne wire loop.  By the right- 
hand rule (implicit in the vector cross product of 
Equation (10)), when F2 is Instantaneously greater than 
zero, the magnetic force acting on the center of mass 
of the nearest parallel piece of the wire loop is ra- 
dially outward from the long wire (repulsive). 
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